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ABSTRACT

Wireless NanoNetworks (WNN) are gaining an increasing interest and attracting many researchers from the networking community. This is due to the huge potential offered by nanodevices development. A WNN is formed by a high number of nanonodes utilizing specific properties of nanomaterials and nanoparticles to act at nanometer scale. However, the intrinsic limitations of nanonodes (energy, memory, communication range, and computation capacity) impose WNN protocols to be adapted to these stringent requirements.

Furthermore, the extremely high density of nanonodes leads to congestion phenomena, requiring thorough traffic regulation mechanisms in order to reduce hindering radio signal collisions. Traffic regulation aims also to reduce valuable energy consumption. In this paper, we operate with Terahertz directional antennas in order to efficiently direct the radio signals towards the targeted area which significantly reduces interference. For regulating the exchanged messages, we propose a synchronous communication protocol based on a clustering approach where intra and inter cluster communications will be achieved respectively by a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) protocol, and a new distributed TDMA combined with Forwarding Dominate Nodes (FDN) protocol.

Several scenarios have been carried out and the obtained simulation results show that our proposition significantly reduces both the number of collisions and the number of exchanged messages required to broadcast data from the nanonodes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, Wireless NanoNetworks (WNN), such as Nano Sensors Networks (WNSN) [15], Body Area Network (BAN) [4] or swarm nanorobot networks [5], has received an increasing attention from the research community. This intense research activity is due to the large interest raised by wireless nanocomponents in finding out appropriate solutions to critical problems in various strategic areas. These solutions are related to connecting processor cores, sensing nanoscale events occurring in targeted environment or coordinating the actions of numerous nanodevices in order to obtain a given system behavior.

Although this technology is destined to a promising future, several obstacles have to be overcome before a real deployment [19]. These barriers are mainly due to a lack of mastery of nano objects technologies: processors, antennas, or energy generator [12] which imposes the use of new physical, chemical or biological materials [2]. In this context, graphene [7] is seen as one of the promising technology for manufacturing sub-millimeter antennas working in the Terahertz frequency band.

Besides, nanocommunication technologies open the way to the conception of systems where a high number of nodes are concentrated in a tiny space. Therefore, the traditional solutions used in standard wireless networks are not directly applicable but need to be adapted to better comply with.

2 CONTRIBUTION

This work is devoted to the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer for ultra dense Terahertz nanonetworks. More specifically, network nodes are organized into clusters [17] to regulate the traffic messages in order to save nodes energy and to reduce generated interference. Each cluster includes a set of nodes (members) and a Cluster Head (CH). A CH is an ordinary node responsible for scheduling the data transmission of its members. Data received from member nodes are multiplexed and sent to the neighbor cluster heads. This scheme of accessing channel is the well known Time Division Multi-Access (TDMA) [23].

The access control is made by the CHs. Each CH allocates a specific time slot to each node member of the cluster. Only this node will be able to communicate during this time slot. Therefore, intra-cluster collisions are avoided leading to less re-transmissions and better energy consumption and higher throughput. Indeed, in random access protocols and CDMA/CA protocols the number (not the size) of communications increases the probability of collisions making time scheduling-based approaches benefit.

The clustering approach is widely studied in the field of ad-hoc wireless networks [10, 21]. However, Terahertz nanonetwork has specific features due to Terahertz signal characteristics including...
propagation phenomena such as molecular absorption [13], a very large bandwidth and various communication ranges [26]. We then present how the Terahertz band can be better managed, by varying the used frequency sub-bands within each cluster.

In addition, we consider the case of ultra dense WNN (up to thousand of neighbors per node). Major works on clustering approaches ignore the antenna steering. In our approach, we suggest the use of directional transmission/reception antennas as a mean to regulate and reduce collisions resulting from concurrent accesses on communication channels. We propose a distributed TDMA for inter-cluster communications. Finally, with the concept of the Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [1] we propose the Forwarding Dominating Nodes (FDN) to optimize the inter-cluster communications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section III presents related works. Section IV is devoted to our proposal adapting the clustering approach enhanced with both a new distributed TDMA protocol and FDN scheme. Section V discusses the performance evaluation of our solution via simulation. Finally, we conclude our work and present future perspectives in Section VI.

3 RELATED WORKS

The very high node density in wireless nanonetworks significantly affects the traffic messages regularity. Traffic coordination between nodes leads to less disruptions in the network and, as a consequence, less energy dissipation and improves the nodes longevity.

Rikhtegar et al. [22] proposed EEWNSN-MAC: Energy Efficient Wireless Nano Sensor Network MAC Protocol for mobile multi-hop nano wireless networks. This protocol is based on clustering nodes organization in order to reduce the effects of mobility and collisions resulting from channel accesses. The nano nodes send their data packets to nano routers (Cluster Heads) according to the TDMA strategy. The nano routers aggregate the received data and transmit it to the nano-micro interface. The latter sends it to the remote server using a IEEE 802.11 wireless connection. The work is primarily focused on energy efficiency and communication reliability to minimize packet losses. If intra-cluster communications are done according to the classical TDMA scheduling process, the authors do not specify how inter-clusters communications are coordinated to avoid collisions.

In [20], the authors have proposed an inter-layers hierarchical protocol using three types of nodes: nano nodes that constitute the standard nodes, the nano routers similar to cluster heads and nano interface nodes. The protocol uses two routing policies, namely: selective flooding and random routing. In random routing protocol, a data packet is sent towards a nano router if possible, otherwise towards a neighboring nano node. The access to the channel is done according to two asynchronous strategies: Transparent-Mac where packets are routed from the network layer to the physical one and the Smart-Mac strategy where any packet received from the upper layer is buffered until delivery to the physical layer. Before sending out a packet, the MAC layer determines first the neighboring nodes of the sender. If such nodes exist, the packet is sent to the physical interface that uses the protocol Time Spread On-Off Keying (TS-OOK) [18]. On the contrary, the sender waits a random amount of time and then repeats the discovery process of neighbors. This protocol suffers from a lack of determinism, since the coordination between the three used layers can fail if no immediate neighboring node is present. In addition, the concurrent channel accesses in a highly dense environment, like WNSN, without a plausible messages traffic control (Via collisions limitation) do not prevent occurrence of costly communication disturbances.

In [24], the authors have proposed a hierarchical MAC protocol intended for WNSNs. They consider three types of nodes: member nodes which form a cluster, a cluster head that coordinates intra-cluster communications and aggregates data sensed by nodes and a base station that receives aggregated data sent by cluster heads. To transmit their packets, member nodes first send authorization requests. These requests are processed by the cluster head which schedule the channel according to the strategy of First come First served. However, the authors do not indicate how communications between clusters are carried out for reaching the base station.

The authors in [14] have proposed PHLAME: Physical Layer aware MAC protocol for Electromagnetic nanonetworks in the Terahertz band. This protocol is implemented on top of a new pulse-based communication protocol named Rate Division Time Spread On-Off Keying (RD TS-OOK). The latter is an improved version of TS-OOK which uses a coding approach that reduce the number of ‘1’ symbols, and where the time between the consecutive symbols (symbol rate) is randomly selected for each communication. The use of different symbol rates reduces the selective interference effect where two communications using the same symbol rate are received in synchronized way by a given node (the symbols are received in the same time).

In [26], the authors have proposed an energy and spectrum-aware MAC protocol which is a hierarchical protocol where all nano sensors can directly communicate with the nano routers in a single hop. Such an organization requires a certain thoroughness in the deployment and disposition of nano nodes which may therefore exclude a random deployment. This protocol aims to achieve a fair throughput and to ensure an optimal life time to channel access with an optimal harvesting and energy consumption by nano nodes.

To do this, they consider a parameter named report of critical packet transmission which represents the maximum ratio allowed between the transmission duration and the amount of energy harvesting such that this collected quantity of energy is greater than the one consumed. This enables a perpetual data transmission without energy depleting. The authors admit that a nano node is capable to recharge its battery during transmission periods and sleeping state. The authors use an algorithm to schedule symbols compression applied to TS-OOK by which several nano sensors can transmit in parallel without generating collisions. However, the huge number of sensed data, issued by an ultra dense nanonetwork, is not subject to an aggregation process, this raises the costly problem of redundant transmission.

4 TRAFFIC REGULATION FOR TERAHERTZ NANONETWORKS

Figure 1 shows that the proposed protocol operates with rounds $TR$. Each round is triggered in synchronous way over all nodes using a specific message sent by the base station. A round is composed of two phases. The clustering phase performs the CH selection,
ADV, JOIN, FDN and intra/inter TDMA. The second phase ensures data transmission. In order to reduce collisions, each node uses its directional antenna to communicate with the others. For this the following section describes the directional antennas configuration that takes place before the two precedent phases.

### 4.1 Directional Antennas

The use of beam steerable antennas are vital for Terahertz nanonetworks applications due to the high path loss, signal attenuation and the energy consumption constraints. In the presence of dense nanonetworks, beam steerable antennas allow to reduce the interference by concentrating radio signal on the targeted area. The beam steering techniques could be classified into three main categories [25]: mechanical steering, beamforming and reflectarray antenna. Mechanical steering [6] is considered unsuitable regarding its impact on antenna size and its lack of responsiveness. Beamforming techniques [16] use a combination of signals provided by an array of antenna leading to highly directional radio signal. Reflectarray antenna [8] techniques use an array antenna combined with a reflector. The signal provided by a field generator is reflected by a set of reflectors in a specific direction.

Consequently, in this work we assume that each node has a reconfigurable directional antenna. The latter can be dynamically directed to cover a particular area using $D$ specific configurations. A node changes the parameters of its antenna in a cyclic manner and at a regular interval of time among a set of $D$ possible directions.

At the beginning, the synchronization station sends a message to start the clustering phase. At the end of this phase, the nanonetwork is subdivided into clusters, each one contains: a CH node and cluster member nodes, named ordinary nodes. The duration of a complete cycle $T_C$, i.e. the time to cover all possible directions, depends on the node type (CH or member node). The reconfiguration frequency of CH node is $D$ times slower than reconfiguration frequency of ordinary nodes.

$$T_{CH} = T_{Ordinary} \times D$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The period $T_P$ is the time during which the node of type $X$ keeps the same antenna configuration. The duration of a period, $T_P$, is $D$ times longer than the time that an ordinary node keeps the same configuration during a complete cycle of an ordinary node.

$$T_{P_{CH}} = T_{P_{Ordinary}} \times T_{P_{Ordinary}} \times D$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

We deduce then that:

$$T_{CH} = T_{P_{Ordinary}} \times D^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The use of two different period durations $T_{P_{CH}}$ and $T_{P_{Ordinary}}$ prevents the hidden node cases, where two close nodes are not seeing each other because they are always directed in the same direction. During a given period, a node is either in listening, transmitting or sleeping mode [3].

### 4.2 Clustering

The clustering phase divides the nanonetwork into clusters with two levels: CH nodes and cluster member nodes. The clustering process aims to reduce the amount of transmitted information and interference risks. Every CH aggregates data sent by its member nodes, and relays it to neighboring CHs in order to reach the entire nanonetwork.

The CH selection is done in distributed, independent and random decision way. When a node becomes CH, it will advertise (message ADV) the neighboring ordinary nodes of its new rank during a complete cycle $T_{CH}$.

In [11], authors stated that Terahertz bandwidth should be adapted according to the distance between communicating nodes. Three frequency windows are then proposed to carry-out short-range, mean-range or long-range communications. The CH nodes select randomly a target range indicating the targeted distance from covered ordinary nodes. The ADV message is then sent using frequency window associated with the selected range.

On the other hand, ordinary nodes work with a shorter cycle of duration $T_{Ordinary}$.

Ordinary nodes retrieve ADV messages sent by neighboring CHs, and decide to join one of them according to the quality of the received signal. Also, as indicated in figure 2, the ADV message can be received by other CHs which allows to discover its CH neighbours (described in section 4.2.1).

Each member node informs the selected CH of its membership decision by a JOIN message. Subsequently, communications within a cluster are done using the TDMA technique and the selected frequency sub-band. For this, each CH establishes a TDMA schedule for its members to coordinate their communications. Communications between cluster heads are managed by the proposed distributed TDMA protocol and Forwarding Dominant Nodes (FDNs). FDN is described in section 4.2.2.

As indicated in figure 3 switching from one antenna direction to another one can take $D \times T_{Ordinary}$. So the ordinary nodes are ensured to receive an (ADV) message from all neighboring CHs. When a CH takes an antenna direction $AD_i$, it has to send regularly $D$ times ADV messages. The duration between sending ADVs messages is the same as $T_{Ordinary}$.

#### 4.2.1 CH neighborhood discovery

Upon the reception of an ADV message, the receiver $CH_j$ adds the sender $CH_i$ to its neighbouring CHs list named $N1_{CH_i}$. This list includes all CHs directly linked to $CH_j$ (accessible with just one hop). After receiving the ADVs of different Cluster heads, each cluster head, $CH_i$, sends its $N1_{CH_i}$ list to its neighboring cluster heads. At the end, each $CH_i$ can apply algorithm 1 and chooses its Forwarding Dominant Nodes (FDN$_{CH_i}$) among its neighbours. The FDN$_{CH_i}$ is described by the following formula:

$$FDN_{CH_i} = \{CH_j \in N1_{CH_i} / CH_j \text{ relays data received from } CH_i\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The FDN$_{CH_i}$ list is then sent to the neighboring cluster heads, $CH_j \in N(Ch_i)$. Upon the reception of the FDN$_{CH_j}$ list, the neighboring cluster head, $CH_j$, checks if it belongs to FDN$_{CH_i}$, if so, it adds the transmitter $CH_i$ its selectors $S_{CH_i}$. For each cluster head, $CH_i$, $S_{CH_i}$ list includes neighboring cluster heads that have choosing $CH_i$ as a FDN node. $S_{CH_i}$ is defined by:

$$S_{CH_i} = \{CH_j \in N1_{CH_i} / CH_i \in FDN_{CH_j}\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
Figure 1: Clustering and communication phases

Figure 2: Sequence diagram of clustering phase

Figure 3: Switching Antennas in ADVs step. At (c) step, the ordinary node receives the ADV message.

We deduce that the sets $FDN$ and $S$ are linked by the following expression:

$$CH_i \in S_{CH_j} \Leftrightarrow CH_j \in FDN_{CH_i}$$

Therefore, during transmission phase, each data packet transmitted by $CH_i$ will be forwarded by only nodes $CH_j$ such that $CH_i \in S_{CH_j}$. For example in figure 4, data packet of CH node 4 will be forwarded by only CH nodes 7, 11 and 15 to finally reach all nodes.

4.2.2 Forward Dominate Nodes. The Forwarding Dominate Nodes is a distributed process that determine the subset of neighboring CH nodes that will act as relay nodes. The use of these subset of nodes enables to reduce the number of redundant retransmissions for broadcasting a packet over the nanonetwork. A packet is re-transmitted only by relay nodes contrary to a naive flood approach.

Let $CH_i, N_{2CH_i}$ be a set of two hops CHs neighbors and $FDN_{CH_i}$ the relaying nodes set of $CH_i$. $FDN_{CH_i}$ is initially empty.

- If a neighboring $CH_j \in N_{1CH_i}$ covers all the nodes of the set $N_{2CH_i}$, we define the node $CH_j$ as member of $FDN_{CH_i}$ and we stop searching for other relay nodes for $CH_i$.
- If there are nodes $CH_k \in N_{2CH_i}$ which have one and only one link with a node $CH_j \in N_{1CH_i}$, we add $CH_j$ to the $FDN_{CH_i}$, and we remove from $N_{2CH_i}$ all the nodes connected to the added node $CH_j$ ($N_{1CH_j}$).
- If a node $CH_k \in N_{2CH_i}$ is linked to several CH nodes forming a subset $E \subset N_{1CH_i}$, then the node $CH_j \in E$ which covers a maximum number of nodes in $N_{2CH_i}$ is added to $FDN_{CH_i}$. If there are several nodes that cover the same number of nodes, the added $CH_j$ is the one with the highest degree (number of neighbors $|N_{1CH_j}|$).
- The search for new relay nodes stops when the set $N_{2CH_i}$ becomes empty.

4.2.3 TDMA approaches. The TDMA-Schedule avoids collisions (Transmission channel access conflicts) between nodes and therefore minimizes nodes power consumption by reducing the retransmission effort. In addition, it allows node to turn off its communication interface outside its reserved time slot that is used to transmit its sensed/computed data.

TDMA is a temporal multiplexing technique where each served node uses a particular time slot. In our approach the TDMA scheme is used at two levels: Distributed inter cluster and centralized intra cluster scheduling.

4.2.4 Intra Cluster TDMA. After the construction of clusters, each CH builds the TDMA-Schedule and informs its members by
Algorithm 1: Forwarding-Dominate-Nodes

Data: NeighborNeighborlist, \(N_2 = \emptyset\), ChNeighbor; NeighborNeighborlist: Map of neighbours of a node and their neighbours
/* Fill the list \(N_2\) */
1 for (it = NeighborNeighborlist.begin() to NeighborNeighborlist.end()) do
2 for (it' = it \rightarrow \text{second}.begin() to it \rightarrow \text{second}.end()) do
3 \quad i = \text{find} \ it \ in \ N_2? ;
4 \quad j = \text{find} \ it \ in \ ChNeighbor? ;
5 \quad if \ (!i \ and \ !j) \ then
6 \quad \quad \ N_2.\text{insert}(itt);
7 \quad \quad N2.\text{erase}(myId); \ it = N2.\text{begin}();
8 while (!N2.\text{empty}()) do
9 \quad /* research if \(N_2\) elements are linked to a single \(N_1\) node */
10 \quad for (it2 = NeighborNeighborlist.begin() to NeighborNeighborlist.end()) do
11 \quad \quad findelement = \text{find it} \ in \ it2 \rightarrow \text{second};
12 \quad \quad if (findelement) then
13 \quad \quad \quad k += ;
14 \quad \quad \quad \text{findfdn} = it2 \rightarrow \text{first};
15 \quad \quad \quad \text{findfdn} = \text{insert} (it2 \rightarrow \text{first}, it2 \rightarrow \text{second});
16 \quad \quad /* If it exists insert Node \(N_i\) to EnsFDN */
17 \quad \quad if (k == 1) then
18 \quad \quad \quad EnsFDN.insert(findfdn);
19 \quad \quad \quad Delet all Neighborlist of findfdn from \(N_2\);
20 \quad \quad else
21 \quad \quad \quad i = \text{find Node} \(N_i\) with cover most of \(N_2\);
22 \quad \quad \quad if () then
23 \quad \quad \quad \quad EnsFDN.insert(Node);
24 \quad \quad \quad \quad Delet all Neighborlist of findfdn from \(N_2\);
25 \quad \quad else
26 \quad \quad \quad /* several nodes cover same number of \(N_2\) */
27 \quad \quad \quad \quad choose one with highest degree;

Algorithm 2: Distributed TDMA scheduling

Data: idNode, idNeighbors;
1 if \((\text{idNode} < \text{all idNeighbors})\) then
2 Create TDMASchedule;
3 Send TDMASchedule to neighbors;
4 else
5 while (Receive TDMASchedule from idNeighbors < idNode) do
6 \quad position = TDMAScheduleNeighbors(idNode);
7 \quad /* find idNode position in TDMAScheduleNeighbors */
8 \quad TDMASchedule[position] = idNeighbors;
9 Create TDMASchedule for the rest of neighbors taking into account the remaining slots;
10 Send TDMASchedule to neighbors;

their rank in this TDMA Schedule. The rank of member node indicates the time slot during which the node sends its sensed/computed data to its own CH. An ordinary node, \(n\), calculates its time slot \(T_{SN}\) as follows:
\[
T_{SN} = \text{rank}_n \ast Ts
\] (7)

Where \(Ts\) is the slot duration.

4.2.5 Inter Cluster TDMA. Each cluster head runs the algorithm 2 to fix the time slots for communicating with its direct neighboring CHs: \(N_{1CH}\). First, the CHs with the smallest identity number among their direct neighbors begin the computation of their TDMA-Schedule and transmit it to their neighbors (See steps 1.5 and 1.6 in Figure 2). Once the TDMA-Schedules of all the neighbors with smaller identities are received (step 1.7 in Figure 2), the CH schedules its own TDMA-Schedule according to the schedules already done.

The figure 5 shows an example of time slots planning over 13 CHs. At the beginning, each CH checks if it has the smallest identifier regarding to its neighbors. CH1, CH2 and CH8 start the construction of their TDMA-Schedule in first. When they send their tables to their respective neighbors, the other CHs establish in turn their own TDMA-Schedules. The CH3, CH6, CH7 and CH10 have been released by their neighbor CH1 while CH12 has been released by CH1 and CH8. This process is repeated until all CHs obtain a TDMA-Schedule.

After the clustering phase, the CH nodes return to the cycle of \(T_{\text{ordinary}}\) while the ordinary nodes keeps the same antenna configuration all the time (the direction corresponding to the selected CH). Thus, the transmission phase starts. Each node transmits its sensed/computed data. These data received by the covering CH are then aggregated and transmitted to other neighboring CHs which in their turn send them to their CH neighbors and theirs members according to the FDN lists.
5 EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

To assess the performance of proposed traffic regulation protocol, simulations were done using BitSimulator platform \[9\]. BitSimulator presents a good testing framework, because it provides a high level of accuracy (at a symbol level) and high calculation performances (simulation of dense terahertz nanonetworks).

The high density of a nanonetwork necessarily generates huge messages traffic. The lack of regulation of the traffic will negatively affect the overall behavior of the nanonetwork. As well, to consider the contribution of our clustering algorithm dedicated to the Directional Antennas Nanonetwork, we used several test scenarios including the number of nodes and the number of directional antennas. This enabled to assess the impact of clustering and TDMA schedules on the performance of the nanonetwork in terms of generated interference. So we compared the number of messages generated by our proposal with the flooding approach.

Figure 6 shows the results obtained on several scenarios with different number of nodes deployed over an area of \( 6\text{mm} \times 6\text{mm} \) with a communication range of 0.5mm. For each scenario, we give the number of sent messages in the flooding and in our clustering approach. The curves show that the performance of our proposal outperforms that of the flooding. Our proposal presents a significant gain of about 15% of the total messages used by flooding approach. This result is interesting knowing that in a nanonetwork the very high nodes density is the prime source of messages traffic perturbation.

The number of messages generated by the broadcasting of a data over the network with the flooding approach can be computed as follow:

\[
NbMsg = \sum_{i=1}^{C} N1n_i \quad (8)
\]

Where \( C \) is the total number of nodes and \( N1n_i \) is the number of neighboring nodes of the node, \( n_i \).

In the clustering approach, the maximum number of messages generated by data broadcasting from an ordinary node, \( n \), to all the nodes is given by the following recursive formula:

\[
NbMsg(n) = 1 + a_{Ch_i} + NbMsg(Ch_i) \quad \text{if} \quad Ch_i \in FDN_{Ch_i} \\
NbMsg(Ch_i) = \sum_{Ch_j \in N1Ch_i} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} 
NbMsg(Ch_j) \quad & D \\
D \quad & \text{else}
\end{array} \right. 
\]

where \( a_{Ch_i} = D + N1Ch_i \) and \( D \) is the number of antenna directions.

Figure 6: Clustering vs Flooding regarding number of messages generated. Tests are made with different network densities.

We now study the impact of cluster heads number on the performances of the clustering method. Too much or too little cluster heads number impacts on the nano nodes lifetime. So it has a great
significance to select the optimal cluster heads number for the nanonetwork. The higher the number of CHs, the more energy will be consumed. This is due to the increase of communications number between cluster heads (see eq. 9). Furthermore, the number of clusters is inversely proportional to the clusters size. Thus, the latency driven by TDMA protocol is directly proportional to the size of clusters.

Figure 7 shows two curves obtained from simulation over a nanonetwork of 1000 nodes. The first curve indicates the variation of exchanged message number according to the number of CHs (given as percentage). We note that the number of messages increases with the percentage of CHs until a given threshold. When the percentage of CHs exceeds 75%, the number of messages decreases, because messages between CHs and their respective members disappear.

Furthermore, when the number of CHs is small, the number of nodes receiving the data is small too (see the dotted curve in figure 7). For example, with 2% of CHs only 40% of the nodes received the data. This is due to the fact that, when the CHs percentage is low, some individual or groups of nodes become isolated. Beyond 10% of CHs, we note that the data reaches the entire network.

With regard to collisions, intra cluster collisions are impossible. Therefore, under the condition that data generated by each node are not voluminous and relatively less frequent while the number of simultaneous messages generated by all nodes is high, the TDMA method performs better than random access approach or CDMA/CA method.

6 CONCLUSION
Efficient coordination of communications in WNN with very high nodes density allows to significantly reduce the costly conflicting channel accesses. Consequently, collisions are minimized and node energy consumption too. To this end, our proposal uses directional antennas equipping nodes to better steering signals for accurate nodes discovery. This allows contributing to achieve clusters formation and controlling multilevel node communications. The first level concerns communications inside clusters with use of TDMA approach while the second level is dedicated to inter cluster communications with help of forwarding dominate nodes and uses a new proposal distributed TDMA scheme. This multilevel approach allows regulating the high number of data generated by the nanonetwork nodes by scheduling the transmissions and optimizing the data routing.

The proposed approach takes into account the particularities of the Terahertz band. Every cluster head corresponds to a given frequency windows adapted to the distance between the cluster head and the member nodes. In this way, the undesirable inter-cluster interference is also reduced.

As future work, we envision to improve the proposal by reducing the number of time slots in the CH’s TDMA schedule in such way to keep the same transmission slot for all neighboring CHs present at the same direction. The objective is the reduction of the TDMA schedule size in order to give CHs a rest time for vital recharging their batteries.
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